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In order to learn more about how people co-exist with beavers, seven lucky HIWWT staff
were selected to attend an ERASMUS program focussing on wetland restoration in
eastern Germany. The course was held in Saxony, along the Elbe river, where beavers
were never locally hunted to extinction, and as a result the locals are used to living
amongst these ecosystem engineers, and the enhancements they can make to the
ecosystem and local wildlife.

Over seven activity-filled days we visited
nature reserves, a Biosphere reserve,
helped with practical willow planting, saw
examples of beaver management, and on
our downtime got the chance to watch
beavers in the wild. We saw some
fascinating examples of beaver
establishments next to areas of intensive
agricultural production, talked to local
beaver management officers, and learnt
first-hand how beaver wetlands can
facilitate the return of other wetland
wildlife including cranes.
All in all it was a wonderful opportunity to
see how beavers fit into the wider
landscape and become “normalised”
amongst local communities, and was a
very encouraging model for us to try and
replicate!

Day 1
Touching down in Berlin, we were given a whistle-stop tour of some of the famous
sites, before driving southwest to Saxony. On the way we stopped off at a forested
castle, where we were treated to our first sightings of black woodpeckers! These
large deadwood specialists require enormous cavities to nest in, and so aren’t found
in Britain due to our lack of landscape-scale forests and standing dead wood.
Day 2
We arrived at the Presseler Heath Forest
and Moorland Nature Reserve, where the
federal government have been actively
purchasing land and raising the water table
to restore wetlands and create habitat for
cranes.
Beavers are active throughout the reserve,
and their dam building activities serve as
the focus for local interpretation and visitor
infrastructure, such as picnic tables!
The dams are managed through notching,
to allow water to flow over the top and
prevent the pond from rising too much and
flooding the surrounding area.
It was also fascinating to see how the local
vegetation responded to beaver foraging,
with alders coppicing back and resprouting
after being nibbled, to create a mosaic of
differently aged trees surrounding the
wetland that can support nesting birds.

That afternoon we went to a
beaver establishment located
on some grazing pasture.
Again the dams were actively
managed by notching, to
prevent the surrounding fields
from being inundated and to
allow cattle to continue to
graze alongside the dams.

Day 3
After a quick cultural visit to a
local sculpture park, and a
historical detour to see a
replica iron age longhouse, we
visited a beaver wetland,
where the beavers had taken
up residence in a longabandoned moat that
surrounded an ancient hill fort.
It was also interesting to see
the strong coppice response
of the ash saplings growing on
top of the hill fort. Although
not traditionally associated
with wetlands, ash prefer
moist or wet soils and so can
adapt to the pressures of
beaver nibbling!

The local toad population
were certainly appreciating
the abundance of wetland
habitat too!
Day 4
In the morning we were given
the opportunity to help some
local volunteers plant willows
for beaver forage.
Interestingly, the planting was
taking place alongside
intensively cultivated farmland,
but the farmer was keen for the
work to go ahead. From his
perspective, with beavers
already in residence, he would
rather the volunteers plant
willows as a diversionary food
source, to discourage the
beavers from foraging on his
crops!
The volunteering was a
wonderful opportunity for us to
practice our skills in tree
defence! The willows were
painted with a sand-based
paint, whose rough texture
would deter beaver gnawing.
This allows the willow stems to
establish and put down roots
before the paint wears off. But
once established, the willows
can tolerate beaver herbivory
and coppice back, thereby
creating a sustainable food
source that the beavers can
harvest year after year!

We were struck at the time by what a great community project willow planting would
be on the Isle of Wight! With no shortage of willow whips to harvest for planting,
encouraging community groups and volunteers to engage with wildlife by enhancing
beaver habitat through willow planting would be a great way to mitigate foraging
impact on arable crops thereby fostering positive relationships with farmers, but also
give people a meaningful way to help support the project, and to help mitigate their
carbon footprint too!
That afternoon we went to an abandoned opencast coal mine, now filled with water
to make a huge lake and prime habitat for ospreys! At the visitor centre we were
treated to footage from the nest cam, which documented great shots of interactions
between various raptors nesting in the area, including capturing an incredible
sequence of an osprey chick being predated upon by a white-tailed sea eagle!

Day 5
We got the chance to explore the Saxon
Switzerland Mountains National Park.
Designated for its amazing sandstone
rock formations, its huge forested area
that extends across the border from
Germany into the Czech Republic still
shelters lynx, eagle owls, otters and
edible dormice.
After a full day of intense hiking, that
evening we also had the opportunity to
tour Dresden, a sobering but spectacular
evening lit up by the illuminated profiles
of glittering reconstructed architecture.

Day 6
In the morning we visited the Middle-Elbe Biosphere Reserve. Created in 1990 to
protect floodplain meadows along the Elbe, it shelters a number of species that are
rare and threatened with extinction. The Biosphere also aims to promote coexistence
with nature through education and by encouraging landowners to practice
sustainable agriculture through creating river bank buffers and allowing the
restoration of natural meanders and oxbow lakes within the floodplain.
Beavers are a species integral to the Biosphere, having never been hunted to
extinction on the Elbe and so being permanently resident on the landscape, are
therefore culturally intertwined with the local residents.

As a keystone species, beavers are
fundamental in wetland restoration
and enhancing biodiversity across
the floodplain. Visitors are
encouraged to immerse themselves
in beaver ecology at the visitor
centre through experiencing this
beaver lodge interpretation
education centre!

We were excited to see such an
innovative interactive exhibit, and
thought how well such a feature
would tie in with our Island
Biosphere goals!
In the surrounding countryside we
saw first-hand how locals are able to
coexist with beavers through the
implementation of simple tree
protective fencing.
By fencing newly planted trees along
watercourses with wire mesh,
landowners are able to minimise
herbivory and thereby facilitate
coexistence.

Over lunch we were given the
chance to drive around the
Oranienbaum Heath reserve, an
abandoned military training area.
Due to the large amount of
unexploded ordnance across the
area, public access is limited and the
heathland is being rewilded with
low-density large-herbivore grazing.
Heck cattle and Konik horses are
used as substitutes for native
extinct megafauna such as aurochs
and tarpan, to try and replicate
natural processes and resulting
biodiversity.
These grazers prevent forest encroachment, so maintain a complex mosaic of open
heath and woodland. Heather regeneration and non-native plant suppression were
documented after just a year and a half of grazing! Obviously such a success story
was hugely exciting and inspirational as a model for the Trust’s own rewilding goals
at Wilder Little Duxmore and Wilder Nunwell, as well as highlighting the potential of
large MOD-owned military reserves in Hampshire!
That afternoon we visited the office of the Black Elster Middle-Elbe large-scale river
restoration project in Wittenberg. There we learnt about their aspiration to reconnect
abandoned oxbow lakes to the river, thereby raising the water table and increasing
habitat complexity.
Intensive dredging of the Elbe to maintain the passage of deep-drafting ships from
the port of Hamburg all the way to the Czech Republic has meant that the river has
downcut tremendously, lowering the water table and making farmers more reliant on
expensive surface irrigation to water their crops. But by trying to restore the natural
features of the river through reconnecting old meanders, the project managers hope
to reverse this damaging trend of erosion and drying, for the benefit of wildlife and
farmers alike. Hopefully restoring original meander features on the Eastern Yar will
be an easier project to coordinate!
That evening, after what was already an activity-filled day, we finished with a tour of
Wittenberg, the town where Martin Luther lived for most of his life, where we learnt
about the protestant reformation and its significance to the local area.

Day 7
We spent the day in Leipzig, home of
the composers Bach, Wagner and
Mendelssohn. We mooched amongst
the renaissance-style architecture
of elaborate churches, popped into
museums to learn about the history
of East Germany under Soviet rule,
and bought souvenirs as we would
be returning home the next day!
That evening we visited our local
pond within the village of Schwemsal
for a final opportunity to watch
beavers swimming freely in the wild,
and caught a distant glimpse of
them emerging from their lodge
amongst the reeds before the cloak
of night enveloped them.
After a busy and exhausting week exploring the best of what Saxony has to offer, we
returned to the UK having a deeper understanding of how feasible it would be to live
alongside beavers once again. With just a few simple management practices put in
place, we too could enjoy peaceful evenings watching beavers cruising through
wetlands buzzing with life. Learning from our European counterparts, our Island
Biosphere could also support wetland restoration through beaver introduction, and
support local people with ecotourism opportunities and sustainable farming
practices.
While conflict may occur, the installation of tree protection and dam height
management can go a long way towards promoting coexistence with this industrious
ecosystem engineer, and so help facilitate the restoration of natural processed to
our landscape once again.
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